MARINADE | KRYDDERI
PANERING & SAUCE
GLANSMARINADE
CLASSIC
GOURMET
CHILI
BBQ MARINADE
PESTO
GRILLKRYDDERI
SOUS VIDE
PANERINGER
SAUCER
SMÅPOSER

CLASSIC
NYE P-KORT TIL ALLE
GL AN SM AR IN AD ER

diensMed ingre
gsiden
liste på ba
!
af kortet

ROSMARIN & CITRON
Varenr. 91 135 245

NYHED

Varenr. 91 135 246

Scan QR koden og se varenr. på p-kort

PRISNÅL - 60 MM

www.solina-retail.dk

Varenr. 96 640 055

NYHED

NYHED

HOT RED CURRY

spand 4,000 kg

P-KORT (GLANSMARINADE)

spand 4,000 kg

GLANSMARINADE MOJITO

KRÄUTERBUTTER

Varenr. 91 135 247

Varenr. 91 135 984

spand 4,000 kg
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Innovating by

GYROS & HVIDLØG
Varenr. 91 135 385

> Because
> Because
our creativity
our creativity
and and
our expertise
our expertise
havehave
no bounderies
no bounderies
we’rewe’re
trying
trying
to to
define
define
‘innovation’
‘innovation’
in another
in another
dimension.
dimension.
Taking
Taking
in mind
in mind
the current
the current
and and
future
future
market
market
requirements,
requirements,
trend
trend
analyses
analyses
and and
market
market
surveys,
surveys,
Solina
Solina
Group
Group
is profiling
is profiling
itselfitself
as a true
as a true
innovator.
innovator.

Varenr. 91 135 165

Varenr. 91 135 993

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking
foodfood

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Innovating
Innovatingby
by

RØDVIN

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

spand 4,000 kg
RE...Thinking food

[ clear
[ clear
labellabel
- natural
- natural
- veggie
- veggie
- healthy
- healthy
- convenience
- convenience
- savings
- savings
- pleasure
- pleasure
]
]

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - S
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Innovatin

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinkingfood
food
ZIGEUNER

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking
food
food

> With
> With
the ‘RE...Thinking
the ‘RE...Thinking
food’food’
concept
concept
we want
we want
to express
to express
our philosophy
our philosophy
and and
our business
our business
insights
insights
on the
onfood
the food
industry
industry
as how
as how
we see
weitsee
today.
it today.
Solina
Solina
Group
Group
is anisinternational
an international
organization
organization
withwith
limitless
limitless
possibilities
possibilities
within
within
the food
the food
industry,
industry,
offering
offering
multiple
multiple
product
product
ranges
ranges
and custom
and custom
made
made
solution
solution
concepts.
concepts.

spand 5,000 kg

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - Solinsights

Innovating
Innovating
byby

RE...Thinking&
food
PEBER
RAMSLØG

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

200 stk.

RE...Thinking f

> With
> With
the
the
‘RE...Thinking
‘RE...Thinking
food’
food’
concept
concept
wewe
want
want
toto
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express
our
our
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philosophy
and
and
our
our
business
business
insights
insights
onon
the
the
food
food
industry
industry
asas
how
how
wewe
see
see
it today.
it today.
Solina
Solina
Group
Group
is is
anan
international
international
organization
organization
with
with
limitless
limitless
possibilities
possibilities
within
within
the
the
food
food
industry,
industry,
offering
offering
multiple
multiple
product
product
ranges
ranges
and
and
custom
custom
made
made
solution
solution
concepts.
concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities with
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because
> Because
our
our
creativity
creativity
and
and
our
our
expertise
expertise
have
have
nono
bounderies
bounderies
we’re
we’re
trying
trying
toto
define
define
‘innovation’
‘innovation’
inin
another
another
dimension.
dimension.
Taking
Taking
inin
mind
mind
the
the
current
current
and
and
future
future
market
market
requirements,
requirements,
trend
trend
analyses
analyses
and
and
market
market
surveys,
surveys,
Solina
Solina
Group
Group
is is
profiling
profiling
itself
itself
asas
a true
a true
innovator.
innovator.

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking
food
food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re tryin
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current an
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is
itself as a true innovator.

Varenr. 91 135 938

spand 5,000 kg.

spand 5,000 kg
RE...Thinking food

[ clear
[ clear
label
label
- natural
- natural
- veggie
- veggie
- healthy
- healthy
- convenience
- convenience
- savings
- savings
- pleasure
- pleasure
] ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasur

Clear & Clean label

Clear
Clear
& Clean
& Clean
label
label

Clear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing
By focusing
on transparency
on transparency
of the
oflabel
the label
Solina
Solina
is taking
is taking
clearclear
labellabel
to the
tonext
the next
level.level.

ByBy
focusing
focusing
onon
transparency
transparency
ofof
the
the
label
label
Solina
Solina
is is
taking
taking
clear
clear
label
label
toto
the
the
next
next
level.
level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking
‘clear
‘clear
& clean
& clean
label’
label’
solutions!
solutions!

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking
‘clear
‘clear
& clean
& clean
label’
label’
solutions!
solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean
A clean
and and
understandable
understandable
declaration
declaration
of food...
of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life
[ Shelf-life
improvement,
improvement,
colorcolor
stability,
stability,
yieldyield
improvement]
improvement]

S-GUARD
S-GUARD
RANGE
RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

YIELDEX
YIELDEX
RANGE
RANGE

A new
A new
highly
highly
efficient,
efficient,
low-cost
low-cost
in use
in use
Shelf-life
Shelf-life
improvement
improvement
solution!
solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Clear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label

Our
Our
solutions
solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

AA
clean
clean
and
and
understandable
understandable
declaration
declaration
ofof
food...
food...

HighHigh
functional
functional
clean
clean
labellabel
yieldyield
improvement!
improvement!
Solina
Solina
group
group
continues
continues
to innovate
to innovate
on clean
on clean
labellabel
alternatives
alternatives
for food
for food
additives.
additives.
Juiciness
Juiciness
and taste
and taste
are important
are important
characteristics
characteristics
within
within
the development
the development
of meat
of meat
preparations
preparations
and and
products.
products.
Solina
Solina
group
group
offersoffers
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an innovative
solution
solution
to ensure
to ensure
optimal
optimal
yield,
yield,
tenderness,
tenderness,
texture
texture
and and
excellent
excellent
taste!
taste!

Mock-up
Mock-up
Clear
Clear
& Clean
& Clean
label
label
- example
- example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label

Our
Oursolutions
solutions

[ Shelf-life
[ Shelf-life
improvement,
improvement,
color
color
stability,
stability,
yield
yield
improvement]
improvement]

S-GUARD
S-GUARD
RANGE
RANGE

2. Print and sales support documentation

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina
Solina
group
group
continues
continues
toto
innovate
innovate
onon
clean
clean
label
label
alternatives
alternatives
forfor
food
food
additives.
additives.
Juiciness
Juiciness
and
and
taste
taste
are
are
important
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characteristics
within
within
the
the
development
development
ofof
meat
meat
preparations
preparations
and
and
products.
products.
Solina
Solina
group
group
offers
offers
anan
innovative
innovative
solution
solution
toto
ensure
ensure
optimal
optimal
yield,
yield,
tenderness,
tenderness,
texture
texture
and
and
excellent
excellent
taste!
taste!

Mock-up
Mock-upClear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label- -example
example

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Solina
Solina
creates
creates
solutions
solutions
forfor
tomorrow’s
tomorrow’s
food
food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com
[ www.solina-group.com
]
]

High functional clean label yield improvem

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover
Discover
our
our
‘YIELDEX’
‘YIELDEX’
solution
solution
range!
range!
Fresh
Fresh
meat
meat
preparations
preparations
and
and
meat
meat
products
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are
are
susceptible
susceptible
toto
spoilage
spoilage
and
and
discoloration.
discoloration.
Nowadays
Nowadays
consumers
consumers
are
are
looking
looking
forfor
less
less
e-numbers
e-numbers
and
and
anan
increase
increase
ofof
their
their
own
own
convenience
convenience
byby
portion
portion
packs.
packs.
Solina
Solina
group
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offers
offers
producers
producers
anan
E-NUMBER
E-NUMBER
free
free
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and
and
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stability
ofof
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desired
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color
according
according
toto
current
current
market
market
packaging
packaging
requirements.
requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers ) > Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
Discover
Discover
our ‘S-GUARD’
our ‘S-GUARD’
solution
solution
range!
range!
Discover
Discover
our
our
‘S-GUARD’
‘S-GUARD’
solution
solution
range!
range!
> Goodies & give-aways
> Goodies & give-aways
> Goodies & give-aways
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High
High
functional
functional
clean
clean
label
label
yield
yield
improvement!
improvement!

Discover
Discover
our ‘YIELDEX’
our ‘YIELDEX’
solution
solution
range!
range!
FreshFresh
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preparations
preparations
and and
meatmeat
products
products
are are
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to spoilage
to spoilage
and and
discoloration.
discoloration.
Nowadays
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are looking
are looking
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for e-numbers
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and and
an increase
an increase
of their
of their
own own
convenience
convenience
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by portion
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an E-NUMBER
free free
solution
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to ensure
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the best
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and and
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requirements.

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX
YIELDEX
RANGE
RANGE

AA
new
new
highly
highly
efficient,
efficient,
low-cost
low-cost
inin
use
use
Shelf-life
Shelf-life
improvement
improvement
solution!
solution!

Clear & Clean l

Our solutions

Solina group continues to innovate on clean
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and
are important characteristics within the deve
of meat preparations and products. Solina gr
offers an innovative solution to ensure optim
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina
Solinacreates
createssolutions
solutionsfor
fortomorrow’s
tomorrow’sfood
food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com
[ www.solina-group.com
] ]

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

11. Catering
ÆBLE & BACON

INDISK KARRY

11. Catering

WHISKY

11. Catering

CHIMICHURRI RØD

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck
Frans
( Solina
Bon ( Belgium
Solina Netherlands
) will be the) chefs
and Norbert
and willVan
takeSpeybroeck
care Frans
( Solina
Bon ( Solina
Belgium
Netherlands
) will be the
) and
chefs
Norbert
and will
Van
take
Speybroeck
care
( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and wi
of the catering part.
of the catering part.
of the catering part.

Varenr. 91 135 344

2

spand 5,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 328

spand 4,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 162

spand 5,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 158

spand 4,000 kg
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Innovating by

RE...Thinking

CLASSIC

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on th
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities wi
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re tryi
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current a
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasu

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvem

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

2. Print and sales support documentation
IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - Solinsights

Solina group continues to innovate on clean
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and
are important characteristics within the dev
of meat preparations and products. Solina g
offers an innovative solution to ensure optim
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling

nkfurt | 7-12.5.2016 | Halle 4.0 – Stand E05

[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
Innovating by

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food
SKANDINAVIEN

11. Catering
PAPAYA & CITRON

RE...Thinking food
KARRY

Varenr. 91 135 227

Varenr. 91 135 225

spand 5,000 kg

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

spand 5,000 kg

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

an label

HVIDLØG & ROSMARIN

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and w
of the catering part.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

king food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
ffering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

g food

Innovatin

RE...Thinking food
> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Varenr. 91 135 347

spand 5,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 123

spand 5,000 kg

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

sparency of the label Solina is taking
ext level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

& clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

d understandable
of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

ions

ment,
improvement]

GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

ent, low-cost in use
ment solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

& Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

tions and meat products are
age and discoloration.
ers are looking for less e-numbers
heir own convenience by portion
offers producers an E-NUMBER
ure the best protection and
olor according to current market
ments.

sales support documentation

available on show ( according to growth drivers )
give-aways

ARD’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

mbling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ng

PAPRIKA

OLYMP

FRENCH GARDEN

PURLØG & SESAM

Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
ng part.

leted...

Varenr. 91 135 387

Varenr. 91 135 112

spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 111

spand 5,000 kg

olina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 110

spand 4,000 kg
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[ www.solina-group.com ]
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Innovating by

KØRVEL & RØDLØG
Varenr. 91 135 108

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food & TOMAT
RAMSLØG

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

Varenr. 91 135 103

spand 4,000 kg

RE...Thinking food
GYROS
RØD

RHODOS

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Varenr. 91 135 082

spand 4,000 kg
RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 081

spand 5,000 kg

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

MEXICO

11. Catering

HVIDLØG & OREGANO

PUSZTA

ORANGE

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

Varenr. 91 135 386

spand 4,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 031

spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 022

spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 021

spand 5,000 kg
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Innovating by

CLASSIC & PESTO

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

WÜRZ-OEL POPULAR
Varenr. 91 135 020

spand 4,000 kg

TEXAS
Varenr. 91 135 016

11. Catering

BOMBAY

KRYDDER

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 013

spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 012

To be completed...

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

PESTO RØD
Varenr. 91 135 210

spand 2,500 kg

PESTO GRØN
Varenr. 91 135 078

4

spand 2,500 kg

spand 4,000 kg

GOURMET

TRØFFEL & SORT PEBER

BROWN ALE & INGEFÆR

PORTVIN & KANTAREL

BACON & BLUE CHEESE

Varenr. 91 135 310

Varenr. 91 135 228

Varenr. 91 135 369

Varenr. 91 135 351

spand 2,500 kg

PEBER & HYLDEBLOMST

BLACK GARLIC

Varenr. 91 135 226

Varenr. 91 135 312

spand 2,500 kg

spand 2,500 kg

spand 2,500 kg

spand 2,500 kg

spand 2,500 kg
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Innovating by

CHILI

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Styrke 1/5

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

11. Catering
CHILI/SOJA SAUCE

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group -

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

HONNING & CHIPOTLE CHILI

Styrke 1/5

spand 4,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 345

spand 5,000 kg

Styrke 1/5
Innovating by
HYBEN
CHILI
RE...Thinking&
food

CHILI & RØDVIN

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

Varenr. 91 132 057

IFFA | Messe Frankfurt | 7-12.5.2016 | Halle 4.0 – Stand E05

Varenr. 91 135 029

Innovati

RE...Thinking

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on th
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities w
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Varenr. 91 135 107

spand 5,000 kg

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re try
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleas

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean

Our solutions

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

High functional clean label yield improve

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Solina group continues to innovate on clea
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness an
are important characteristics within the de
of meat preparations and products. Solina
offers an innovative solution to ensure opti
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - So

> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

creates
solutions| for
tomorrow’s
IFFA | MesseSolina
Frankfurt
| 7-12.5.2016
Halle
4.0 – Standfood
E05

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Styrke 1/5

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
Innovating by

Innovating

LAKRIDS
RE...Thinking food& CHILI

11. Catering

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food

RE...Thinking fo

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the foo

industry as
how we see
today. Solina Group
is an international organization
with limitless
possibilities withinVan Speybroeck
industry(asSolina
how we see it today.
Solina Group is an)international
organization
limitless possibilities
Frans
Bon
( itSolina
Netherlands
) and
Norbert
Belgium
will be
thewithchefs
andwithin
w
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
of the catering part.
> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying t

Varenr. 91 135 139

spand 5,000 kg

define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is pr
itself as a true innovator.

food
To beRE...Thinking
completed...
[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean la

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

High functional clean label yield improvemen

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean lab
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and ta
are important characteristics within the develo
of meat preparations and products. Solina grou
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

[ www.solina-group.com
]
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Styrke 5/5

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

11. Catering

CHILI GHOST

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will
of the catering part.
To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 315

spand 5,000 kg

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]
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Innovating by

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

BBQ MARINADE

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

MESQUITE

11. Catering

DANMARKS BEDSTE

AMERICAN BBQ

BBQ RIBS

BBQ SAUCE 2015

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

Varenr. 91 132 028

spand 5,000 kg

To be completed...

Varenr. 91 135 942

spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 014

spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 132 044

spand 2,500 kg

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

BBQ ORIGINAL
Varenr. 91 132 027

spand 5,000 kg
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PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI

BEARNAISEKRYDDERI
Varenr. 91 111 920

NYHED

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

HABANERO RUB

8

Varenr. 91 111 190

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 154

spand 3,000 kg

Spand 2,000 kg

AMAZING RIB RUB
Varenr. 91 111 195

Varenr. 91 111 830

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 174

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 144

KØKKENHAVENS

KRYDDERIBLANDING
Varenr. 91 111 828

spand 3,000 kg

BASQUAISE
spand 3,000 kg

SWEET BARBECUE

KANSAS CITY

6 x pose 1,000 kg

HVIDLØG & ROSMARIN

ALSACIENNE

MADRID

MEXICO MIX K&S
Varenr. 91 124 063

spand 3,000 kg

TEXAS BBQ

KENTUCKY BBQ

Varenr. 91 111 170

Varenr. 91 111 915

NYHED

ORIGINAL

ALLROUND

Varenr. 91 111 191

MANGO & KARRY

Varenr. 91 111 172

spand 3,000 kg

BRASILIANSK
spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 142

spand 3,000 kg

TOMAT-TIMIAN-HVIDLØG RUB

HVIDLØG-PEBER MIX

Varenr. 91 111 130

Varenr. 91 111 076

spand 3,000 kg

spand 2,500 kg

PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI

CHORIZOKRYDDERI M/BACONSMAG

SALT & PEBER MIX

Varenr. 91 110 606

Varenr. 91 110 760

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

PORCHETTA KRYDDERI

PORTERHOUSE KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 110 754

Varenr. 91 110 055

PEBER & CHILI RUB M/RØRSUKKER

CHILI & KEBAB RUB

LØG & CHILI

Varenr. 91 110 605

Varenr. 91 111 129

Varenr. 91 111 089

spand 3,000 kg

PUSSTA KRYDDERI

GYROS KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 068

Varenr. 91 111 063
Varenr. 91 111 064

spand 2,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

GRILLKRYDD. M/ANTISAFT
spand 3,000 kg

MEXICO KRYDDERI
spand 1,000 kg
spand 2,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 061

Varenr. 91 111 074

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 060

GRÆSK KRYDDERI GROV

MEXICO KRYDDERI GROV

HAWAII KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 055

Varenr. 91 111 054

Varenr. 91 111 053

Varenr. 91 111 052

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

ORIENTALSK KRYDDERI

ALLROUND KRYDDERI
spand 3,000 kg

pose 1,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

9

PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI

4 PEBER KRYDDERI

GRILLKRYDDERI RØD

PULLED PORK KRYDDERI

MIXED GRILLKRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 051

Varenr. 91 111 049

Varenr. 91 111 021

Varenr. 91 111 017

spand 3,000 kg

CITRONPEBER
Varenr. 91 110 837

spand 3,000 kg

FAJITAMIX

TACOMIX
spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 918

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 917

pose 1,000 kg

KEBABMIX
spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 919

spand 3,000 kg

SOUS VIDE

SOUS VIDE MIX CHARGRILL
Varenr. 91 128 026

spand 2,00 kg

SOUS VIDE MIX JUICY LEMON
Varenr. 91 128 028
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spand 2,00 kg

SOUS VIDE MIX M/

PASTRAMI KRYDDERI
Varenr. 91 128 027

spand 2,00 kg

ETIKET TREKANT SOUS VIDE
Varenr. 93 310 569

rulle á 250 stk.

Måler b. 140 x h. 98 mm (trekant)

PANERINGER & PYNTEPANERING

PYNTEPANERING

CITRUS & HVIDLØG
Varenr. 91 111 916

NYHED

spand 2,000 kg

PYNTEPANERING

OLIVEN & TOMAT
Varenr. 91 111 921

NYHED
spand 2,000 kg

KRYDDERPANADE VARIO

MANDEL/PAPRIKA RASP

NØDDE/KARRY RASP

PANERING

Varenr. 91 128 808

Varenr. 91 128 081

Varenr. 91 128 080

Varenr. 91 128 077

spand 3,000 kg

PANERING

M/RØGET MANDEL & PURLØG
Varenr. 91 128 033

spand 2,000 kg

CRISPY CHICKEN MIX
Varenr. 91 111 914

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

KRYDDERRASP
Varenr. 91 128 032

BATTERMIX U/ SALT
spand 3,000 kg

CRISPY PAN
U/TILSAT GLUTEN
Varenr. 91 111 313

spand 3,000 kg

spand 2,500 kg

Varenr. 91 111 922

MEXICANSK CORNFLAKES

BATTERMIX
ps. 1,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 167

PYNTEPANERING

PYNTEPANERING

M/ ROSA PEBER

M/ MANDLER

Varenr. 91 128 181

spand 2,000 kg

spand 1,500 kg

Varenr. 91 128 182

spand 3,000 kg

spand 1,500 kg
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SAUCER
9 SAUCE-KLASSIKERE, 5 KG SPAND

Vildt sauce er især velegnet til farsretter og vildtkød.

1. VILDT SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 816
2. BEARNAISE SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 817
3. BRUN SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 818
4. PEBER SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 819
5. PAPRIKA SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 820
6. HVID SAUCE, Varenr. 91 134 821
7. KARRY SAUCE NYHED, Varenr. 91 134 822
8. WHISKY SAUCE NYHED, Varenr. 91 134 823
9. TOMAT SAUCE NYHED, Varenr. 91 134 824

Bearnaise sauce passer rigtig godt til et godt
stykke oksekød.
Brun sauce passer til de klassiske danske retter som vi
kender dem.
Peber Sauce er rigtig god til oksekød og kalvekød.
Paprika sauce passer godt til kylling, svinekød og oksekød.
Hvid sauce kan bruges som grundsauce til tarteletter,
persillesauce, stuvede grøntsager osv.

FORDELE VED FLYDENDE SAUCE
1. Altid ensartet smag
2. Altid ensartet konsistens
3. Nem at håndtere
4. Tidsbesparende
5. Udførlig deklaration & datablad

Karry sauce er især velegnet til orientalske retter med
kylling, kalkun osv.
Whisky sauce passer rigtig godt til oksekød, kalvekød
og svinekød.
Tomat sauce er især velegnet til italienske retter, som pasta
med kødboller, kødsauce og på pizza.

9
4

2
7
6

8
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CHAMPIGNON À LA CREME

PORRE & BACON CREME

Varenr. 91 110 654

Varenr. 91 110 794

spand 3,000 kg

spand 2,500 kg

SAUCETOPPING

3
GOURMET SAUCETOPPING

NYHED

GOURMET SAUCETOPPING

NYHED

BEARNAISE

M/CHORIZO SMAG

Varenr. 91 134 826 3 x sprøjteps. á 1,000 kg

Varenr. 91 134 827 3 x sprøjteps. á 1,000 kg

1

5
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SMÅPOSER - SAUCER & FONDER

BERANAISESAUCE

WHISKYSAUCE

Varenr. 91 137 832

Varenr. 91 137 831

ks. á 50 ps. 0,100 kg

VILDTSAUCE
ks. á 50 ps. 0,100 kg

Varenr. 91 137 830

HØNSEFOND
ks. á 50 ps. 0,100 kg

Varenr. 91 137 020 kart. á 30 ps. 0,050 kg

OKSEFOND
Varenr. 91 137 019 kart. á 30 ps. 0,050 kg

SMÅPOSER - MARINADER

BBQ ORIGINAL
Varenr. 91 137 964

14

ks. á 100 ps. 0,100 kg

RØD PESTO SAUCE

HVIDLØG & OREGANO

TEXAS MARINADE

Varenr. 91 137 962

Varenr. 91 137 230 kart. á 30 ps. 0,050 kg

Varenr. 91 137 231 kart. á 30 ps. 0,050 kg

ks. á 50 ps. 0,100 kg

SMÅPOSER - KRYDDERIER

SALT/PEBER
Varenr. 91 136 909 ks. á 200 ps. 0,020 kg

DÅSER & FLASKER

JIM BEAM® BOURBON BBQ

JIM BEAM® WITH CHIPOTLE

KRYDDERIBLANDING

KRYDDERIBLANDING

PULLED PORK

SALT & PEBER

Varenr. 91 132 053

Varenr. 91 132 058

Varenr. 91 140815

ks. á 8 fl. á. 0,200 l

ks. á 8 fl. á. 0,200 l

ks. á 8 ds.á 0,300 kg

Varenr. 91 140 817

ks. á 8 ds. á 0,450 kg

KRYDDERIBLANDING

SPARERIBS
Varenr. 91 140 816

ks. á 8 ds.á 0,300 kg
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KONTAKTPERSONER
SALGSCHEF

SALGSCHEF

SALG - DANMARK

SALG - SJÆLLAND

Peter Albrecht

Henrik Lindskov

Lisbet Larsen

Torben Raahauge

Sales Manager BFSR, Nordic

Sales Manager Foodservice

Key Account Manager

Sjælland & Fyn

Tlf. 20 24 25 34
peter.albrecht@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 21 29 90 63

Tlf. 27 52 81 00

henrik.lindskov@solina-group.dk

lisbet.larsen@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 29 43 69 70
torben.raahauge@solina-group.dk

SALG - SJÆLLAND / FYN / JYLLAND

Jesper Lerche Pedersen

Jeanette Stoltenberg

Søren Lund Hansen

Svend Bruzen

Sjælland/Fyn

Sønderjylland/Fyn

Midt-/Nordjylland

Vest-/Nordjylland

Tlf. 21 68 25 34

Tlf. 29 13 24 55

Tlf. 20 49 34 48

Tlf. 60 89 11 91

jesper.lerche@solina-group.dk

jeanette.stoltenberg@solina-group.dk

soren.hansen@solina-group.dk

svend.bruzen@solina-group.dk

UDVIKLING

KVALITET

KUNDESERVICE INDUSTRI - TLF: 86 29 11 00

Kaj Hartkjær Johansen

Dorte D. Søndergaard

Alex Nielsen

Anne-Mette Kristensen

Konceptudvikler

Kvalitetschef

order.industry@solina-group.dk

order.industry@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 24 52 81 30

Tlf. 51 77 10 72

kaj.johansen@solina-group.dk

dorte.sondergaard@solina-group.dk

KUNDESERVICE DETAIL - TLF: 86 29 11 00

Birgitte M. Pedersen

Pia Kjær

Jeanette S. Pedersen

Louise Laursen

retail@solina-group.dk

retail@solina-group.dk

retail@solina-group.dk

retail@solina-group.dk

ÅBNINGTIDER: MAN-TORSDAG KL. 7:30-16:00 | FREDAG KL. 7:30-14:00
Solina Denmark | 8660 Skanderborg | retail@solina-group.dk | www.solina-retail.dk

